The ASE Charles Tulley Telescope
and the stories that it tells
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Background
The ASE has a Charles Tulley telescope presented by one of its members after receiving
it from the widow of Norman Matthew, a former officer of the society.
Professor Douglas Heggie was given the scope by the widow of Norman Matthew after
Norman’s death in1982.
Douglas briefly looked at the telescope which was housed in a wooden box and noted it
was of some age and limited practical use. It was stored in various places around the
house until some two years ago he looked again at the contents of the box. This time he
noticed a small printed sheet entitled ‘Regulations for the Loan of Instruments,’ dated
1947.
Norman Matthew was a founder member of the ASE. He was Secretary from 1931 and
Observatory Director from 1938. He held both posts until ill health forced him to retire in
1973.

Charles Tulley - who was he? 1
● Charles Tulley (1761-1831) optician and optical instrument maker
● c1775-82 Probably his apprenticeship with either Peter Dollond or Benjamin
Martin. (this is disputed, AF).
● 1788 May 12th. Married Elizabeth Lane at St. Martin in the Fields, Westminster.
● Member of the Astronomical Society of London since its formation in 1822.
● c1822 Optician of Territt's Court, Upper Street, Islington.
● 1789 March 15th. Baptised a son William Tulley (1789-1835) at St. Martin in the
Fields, Westminster.
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● 1791 July 11th. Baptised a son Thomas Aston Tulley (1791-1846) at
Westminster.
The business underwent a number of changes:
● He traded at 11 Pierpoint Row, Islington (1805) & Goswell Street , both London,
England.
● It became ‘ Charles Tulley & Sons’ (1826-30) then ‘C. Tulley & Sons’ (1845-6).
● William was the first person to make an achromatic microscope object glass in
1824.
● Thomas Tulley took over the business after the death of his brother William.

Charles Tulley and Lens making at the time
The way in which the glass tax was imposed led to a recurrent dearth of optical-quality
flint glass. This proved a barrier to experimentation in Britain as even a failed ‘melt’ was
subject to tax2.
However, when the Astronomical Society of London received a 2-inch blank of flint glass
from Pierre Louis Guinand, Tulley was invited to work it into a concave component for
an achromatic doublet. The lens was considered by the Society as ‘trifling’ in size but
‘good’ in performance.3
Pierre Louis Guinand was a Swiss ‘Bell Founder’ but he developed a method of
producing clear flint glass with few impurities and free of gas bubbles.
In the early 19th century, advances in the production of optical glass led to better
refracting telescopes. Between 1784 and 1790, Pierre Louis Guinand, a Swiss
craftsman, taught himself the basic skills of glassmaking and began to experiment with
optical glass. His first attempts were unsatisfactory. Not until the late 1790s was
2
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Guinand able to make high-quality lenses as large as six inches. Guinand's big
breakthrough came in 1805, when he replaced the long wooden rods used to mix the hot
glass in the furnace with stirrers made of clay. The new stirrers brought unwanted
bubbles to the surface and mixed the glass well enough to produce a nearly flawless
material.
Guinand was enticed to Munich by a German optical firm, where he passed on his secret
to Joseph Fraunhofer, an apprentice optician. Fraunhofer, skilled in both mathematics
and optical design, was the first scientist to examine the dark lines that mark the
spectra of light from the stars. After Guinand moved back to Switzerland, Fraunhofer
continued to experiment with glassmaking and lens design.4
What was Tulley’s method when manufacturing lenses for his telescopes? It appears it
was in essence an ‘art’ rather than a ‘science’, looking at the work of H.C.King: 5
According to Pearson, Tulley would Grind and polish several glasses to the same radius
of curvature and then compare their focal lengths when held up to the sun. Having done
this with a specimen of both crown and flint glass, the artist is able to compute its
curves, and by his particular dexterity of tact is able to work the faces to such perfect
figures, that all the sources of errors will be cured by him, that art can accomplish with
given specimens of glass. The reader will appreciate the immense labour these trial and
error methods entailed. This was before Frouhoffer’s new conception of Refractive
index and the accurate determination of partial dispersion but not until half way through
the century.
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I can best sum up Tully’s method by quoting from the obituary notice to him which
appeared in 1833.
‘It is grievously lamented’, the author writes, ‘that much of the labour of this invaluable
artist was absolutely wasted, from the impossibility of procuring flint glass capable of
forming an objective glass at all, lens after lens having been rejected by him before one
could be found of requisite purity, even of moderate apertures.’
Having said all the above, when a 7 inch blank arrived from Guinand, Tulley was asked to
make it with a convex crown. This he effected to the Society's satisfaction.
The lens gave a 12 foot focus and was fitted in a temporary wooden mount in Tulley’s
garden.
G. Dollond, J.Herschel and Rev Pearson tested it, and referring to the almost complete
absence of spherical aberration and paid tribute to ‘the great pains bestowed on its
workmanship by Mr Tulley’. However the price of £200 plus expenses of £25.16s 6d and
the cost of the original blank at 700 francs was considered excessive by the
Astronomical Society. The problem was solved when the lens was purchased by Rev
Pearson.
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Proceedings of the Old Bailey (1674-1913) 25th June 1823,6
A court case at the Old Bailey opens a window on the life of Charles Tulley and his
family. We hear the words of both Charles and his eldest son, William and gain some
appreciation of society at that time.
Before Mr. Justice Holroyd.
857. JOHN HENDERSON was indicted for stealing, on the 20th of May , at St. Mary,
Islington , he being apprentice to Charles Tulley , three sovereigns, and a shilling, the
monies of the said Charles Tulley , in his dwelling-house .
CHARLES TULLEY . I am an optician , and live in Territ's-court, Upper-street , St. Mary,
Islington - I rent the house. The prisoner was my apprentice , and slept in the house; he
had lived two years with me. On Monday, the 19th of May, about eleven o'clock at night, I
put ten sovereigns and ten shillings into my scrutoire drawer; I marked them all. The
scrutoire stands in the back parlour - I locked the drawer, and put the key in the bookcase,
where I usually kept it, and left the book-case unlocked. Next morning about half-past
seven o'clock, my son called me down - I went down into the back parlour, where the
prisoner sat in a chair; my son was picking three sovereigns and a shilling off the floor the prisoner had put his foot over them, and endeavoured to hide them under the carpet;
he got up and came to me, and begged me to forgive him - I said nothing to him. He said
he was very sorry for what he had done, that he would never do it any more, and would
serve me night and day if I would not prosecute him. My son laid the sovereigns and the
shilling on the table - I took them up, and produce them - they are three of those I put there
the night before.
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Cross-examined by MR. ALLEY. Q. What age is he - A. About seventeen years; I never
enquired his age particularly. I have not got his indentures here - he was apprenticed for
seven years.
WILLIAM TULLEY . I am the son of the last witness. I remember my father marking the
money, and putting it in the scruetoire, and the key in the book-case. Next morning about
half-past six o'clock, I concealed myself on the stairs, and heard the prisoner go to the
workshop behind the house, then heard him go to the back parlour, and unlock the door the key had been left in; he went in; I heard the scrutoire drawer unlocked and opened; I
waited a moment, and heard it shut again, and heard the book-case door shut - I came
down, and found him coming out of the parlour; I asked him what he did there - he said he
was going to open the shutters; I said as he was there he might as well open them; he
went and opened them. I said I was afraid he had been doing something wrong, that he
had been taking money; he said, "What money?" I said I must open the drawer and see; I
did so, and missed three sovereigns and a shilling - he said he knew nothing of them, that
he had never taken any money. He sat on a chair; I saw him stoop, and endeavor to put
something under the carpet - I stooped down, and found the three sovereigns and a
shilling laying on the floor; I picked them up, laid them on the table, and charged him with
taking them, which he voluntarily confessed. I had seen my father mark them, and knew
them to be three of those he put there the night before.
Cross-examined. Q. What time was this - A. About half-past seven o'clock. I watched him
from the moment he got up - he could not have taken them at different times.
The prisoner made no Defense, but one witness gave him a good Character.
Verdict: GUILTY
Sentance: DEATH .
Aged 16.
Recommended to Mercy, on account of his youth, by the Prosecutor and Jury.
We can find no record of John Henderson’s fate
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Charles Tulley - The Business History
Much of the history of the business can be found on the website of Telescope House7.
In summary it is as follows as highlighted earlier:
● He traded at 11 Pierpoint Row, Islington (1805) & Goswell Street , both London,
England.
● It became ‘ Charles Tulley & Sons’ (1826-30) then ‘C. Tulley & Sons’ (1845-6).
● William was the first person to make an achromatic microscope object glass in
1824
● Thomas Tulley took over the business after the death of William until his own
death in 1846.
Before Charles Tulley started his business a different company was started by Benjamin
Martin (1704 – 1782), who was a teacher and scientific instrument maker.

Benjamin Martin (Courtesy of Telescope House)
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● Benjamin retired in 1776 and left the firm in the charge of his son and a business
manager.
● In 1782, aged 77, Martin was declared Bankrupt due to poor management of the
firm. He died a month later.
● His son Joshua that same year patented a machine to ‘draw’ brass tubes reliably
and quickly - The ‘drawbench’ was born.
● Due to the bankruptcy this business was auctioned off. All aspects of the
business were bought by Charles Tulley including the drawbench.
● Robert Mills acquired the business from the Tulley’s in 1844 and continued to
build it up until he in turn sold it to telescope maker Alexander Clarkson in 1873.
● The company was purchased by Dudley Fuller who brought with him his range of
‘Fullerscopes’ telescopes re-naming the firm ‘Broadhurst, Clarkson & Fuller Ltd’.

Dudley Fuller (Courtesy of Telescope House)
● These products dovetailed nicely with the production already in place at
Telescope House.
● The workshop continued to produce telescopes as it had done for nearly 200
years.
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The Header on the Telescope House website quotes the foundation of the company as 1785
When Tulley acquired the business from Martin he also acquired the ‘Draw Tube’
machine and technology. What is a Draw Tube?
Tube drawing was a process to size a tube by shrinking a large diameter tube into a
smaller one, by drawing the tube through a die. This process produces high-quality tubing
with precise dimensions, good surface finish, and the added strength of cold working.
(Wikipedia)
The Telescope House website on the history of the BCF business has a link to a
YouTube video made during the time of Gerry Morris who joined the company in the
1960’s and worked in the basement Tube works. Gerry would prepare the materials and
draw the tubes. The video was made during a visit by two people looking and
photographing telescope manufacture and the draw bench machines but is of poor
quality and poor sound. Having said that, it does show Gerry explaining what he does.
Towards the end of the video, having demonstrated the larger draw tube machines, he
uses a small hand operated one which he says is very old and made by Joshua Martin
(24mins 40secs into the video). This would give it a date of 1782.
The video link is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46O1ogG0AiA
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The Astronomical Society of Edinburgh - Charles Tulley Telescope

The mahogany box

The contents of the case
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The ‘button’ label inside lower left
The case contains a circular ‘Button’ label with the words, ‘George Hutchinsons and
Sons’
Dr. Rebekah Higgitt, Principle Curator of Science at National Museums Scotland
commented:
‘George Hutchinson and the successor businesses are briefly included in the NMS
publication Brass & Glass. George Hutchinson was at 16 Teviot Place from 1888-1907,
as an Optician and manufacturer of surveyor's and architect's instruments. In 1908 he
moved to 18 Forrest Road and the business was based there until 1967. The firm
became G. Hutchinson & Sons in 1942, continued by the sons George (ophthalmic
optician) and John (made and repaired surveying instruments). A trade card from this
period said they had "New and Second-hand Instruments always in stock" and
encouraged people to "Send to us for Repairing and Adjustment". John was also a
collector of sorts with an interest in historic instruments.
It seems possible that either the ASE acquired the instrument in the 1940s from this
firm, or the badge was added when they were asked to repair it or supply accessories in
the 1940s-60s.’
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It is also interesting to note that George Hutchinson was a member of the ASE and
served as a Councilor for fourteen years.
1942/43, 1943/44, 1944/45, 1945/46, 1946/47, 1948/49, 1949/50,
1953/54, 1954/55, 1955/56, 1956/57, 1969/70, 1970/71, 1971/72
Charles Tulley telescopes are listed in the pamphlet below which appeared in 1825,
written by William Kitchener. Looking at his list of the titles he has written, shown on the
left hand side of the paper, he had eclectic interests!

All the Tulley scopes shown above are full ‘feet’ in length or ‘feet and a half’.
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Analysis of the scopes advertised for sale show:
1 foot

= 1

1.5’ feet = 2
2 feet

= 2

2.5 feet = 4
3 feet

= 2

3.5 feet = 4
4 feet

= 2

5 feet

= 1

7 feet

= 1

Inside the case there is a notice outlining
the ‘Regulation for the Loan of Instruments’
dated 1947.
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The telescope assembled

The telescope tube is 42” long (3.5 feet)
The eyepiece is 10” long
The aperture is 3”

Close up of the declination and horizontal
adjustment mechanism.
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The front and rear of the telescope tube

Investigation of the objective lens
Martin Black of SFTC suggested using a laser
pointer to see how many reflections were obtained
when pointed at the lens.
A single element lens would give two reflections
and a double achromatic lens would give four
reflections.
The four reflections show this to be a doublet objective
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The use of a Tulley scope on Calton Hill
The first Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Thomas Henderson, made a number of
observations using a Tulley telescope on Calton Hill in Edinburgh. He was working
alongside his brother-in-law John Adie. The tables show observations in 1829 and
1830.8
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Note bottom right, a 46 inch achromatic Tulley and 42 inch Dollond were listed as used.
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I noted earlier that the Tulley telescopes shown for sale in W. Kitchener’s pamphlet had
only full feet or feet and a half telescopes for sale. There were none at 3 feet 10 inches.
Could it be that the Dollond and Tulley telescope size measurements are transposed?
It is possible but I suspect unlikely given the attention given to accurate recording in the
activity they were engaged in, unless this occurred during subsequent printing.
What we do know is that the ASE Tulley telescope has been in Edinburgh for some
considerable time and it has an achromatic lens of the right size.
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Further experiments on the Tulley Telescope
As well as determining the presence of an achromatic lens following the advice of
Martin Black of SFTC by the use of a laser pointer, I wanted to determine the focal
length of the telescope.
My son, Byron Farrow, suggested the use of the The Bessel method as described by
Andreas Bartels 9

Measuring the Focal length

9

Andreas Bartels Nov 2009 in ‘Measuring the focal length of a Refractor Telescope’
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The Bessel method requires a number of measurements where:
O = the object
a = the distance between object and screen
P1 = image focus distance 1
P2 = image focus distance 2
x = the distance between P1 and P2
I

= the larger image in focus

I2 = the smaller image in focus
The formula is:

Measurements in mm
a = 5700
P1 = 4180
P2 = 1535
x = 2645
31490000-6996025
22800
25493975
22800
=

1118.15MM

=

44 inches
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The light box (left) and the telescope mounted on a tray (right) to allow movement to the focus points

The images at focus points, P1 and P2

Further work
It would be interesting to know if there is any evidence that Tulley produced any 3 feet
10 inch telescopes. Also did Dollond produce instruments of this size?
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Was the ASE Tulley scope used by Thomas Henderson the First
Astronomer Royal for Scotland?
Dave Gavine commented10:
The [Short] observatory was advertised with three powerful telescopes, a compound
microscope, a solar microscope, a "phantomascope", and a camera obscura by Dollond
[228.3] but was described by a contemporary as a "mean wooden erection" with an
"inferior" telescope for use at night and "inferior scientific displays" [228.4]. Maria
attempted to move to a better site away from the obstructing Monument and hoped for
a better building. The present one was overcrowded with twenty visitors, very cold, the
big telescope was never used, the second (Tulley) seldom, the third (Dollond) and others
only out of doors [228.5]. In 1846, however. she withdrew this request of the Town
Council. Are these the same scopes used in 1829-30?
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Conclusions
● The scope has resided in Edinburgh and shows connections to the ASE through
the individuals who were founder or early members of the Society with access to
older telescopes..
● It is inscribed ‘C Tulley’ and not ‘C Tulley and Sons’ so I believe it was made in the
earlier era of Tulley manufacture not later.
● 42 inch and 46 inch telescopes were used on Calton Hill in 1829/30 by
Henderson and Adie.
I like to think it is still possible that the ASE Tulley was used on those occasions but
without further work it looks doubtful that this was the case.
Irrespective of the above, the telescope is still a fine example of the work by one of the
preeminent telescope makers of the age. Manufactured at a time when such things
relied as much on the artistry and skill of the makers rather than any scientific
manufacturing technology and optical mathematics in crafting. As was stated earlier,
the concept of refractive index was not defined until half way through the century.
Andrew G. Farrow
Vice President
Astronomical Society of Edinburgh
February 2022
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An image taken through the eyepiece using a handheld iPhone
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